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***

I dreamed the Plandemic was over.

All  of  the  so-called  COVID-19  “vaccines”  (genetic-modification  agents)  were  pulled  off  the
market because of the millions of deaths and horrific injuries they were directly causing. The
evidence was so overwhelming, even the do-nothing politicians and corrupt health agencies
couldn’t ignore it any more.

With the “vaccines” gone, the vaccine mandates and vaccine “passports” went out the
window too. So did the useless lockdowns, the ridiculous disease-causing masks, and the
social distancing, all of which had zero basis in scientific fact.

All people who lost their jobs because they had refused the clot-shots were offered their jobs
back,  with  full  back-pay  and  an  official  apology  from  their  employers.  Many  of  these
employers knew how destructive the “vaccines” were all  along. Many others had been
duped by the complicit Mainstream Media’s propaganda campaign on behalf of Big Pharma.
But that did not spare any of the employers from tens of thousands of lawsuits filed by those
whose lives and livelihoods they had destroyed.

The  companies  that  manufactured  the  extremely  dangerous  genetic  “vaccines”—Pfizer,
Moderna, Johnson & Johnson, AstraZeneca, and others—were hit with trillions of dollars in
lawsuits because it was abundantly proven that they knew all about the potential “side
effects”  of  the  genetic  cocktails  well  in  advance  and  concealed  this  information  from  the
public, with the collusion of governments and the media.

All of these “vaccine” companies went bankrupt and were on the verge of extinction. Cheap,
highly  effective  remedies  to  treat  COVID-19  and  coronavirus  illness  were  being  widely
prescribed  at  U.S.  hospitals  and  clinics,  with  full  health-insurance  coverage.  These
medicines  have  been used  in  many countries  around the  world  to  effectively  prevent  and
cure covid infection.
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This  development  is  what  the  profit-hungry  vaccine  companies  feared  most.  It  helped  put
them out of business.

The official U.S. death toll for COVID-19 quickly went down to zero, as it should have been all
along.

People  in  every  nation  under  the  “New  Normal”  tyranny  rose  up  and  threw  off  their
shackles. Hundreds of millions of very angry people found out how their governments and
presstitute media had been lying to them about the virus, the “vaccines”, the fraudulent
PCR  test  which  gives  up  to  97%  false-positives,  the  vastly  inflated  death  counts,  and  the
basically  harmless  new  variants  turned  into  “scariants”  by  the  whore  media.
People scratched their heads and wondered how they could have ever fallen for the hoax,
involving a respiratory virus less deadly than the seasonal flu.

ENRAGED, millions of people took to the streets, cornering the cowardly, paid-off politicians
who had allowed the scam to continue for  so long.  Thousands of  politicians resigned,
including heads of state. Others went into hiding. Citizens’ arrests were legally made by
Citizen Posses deputized by sheriffs or other authorities.

The Nuremberg 2.0 trial was underway. The criminals were in the dock—Anthony Fauci, Bill
Gates,  Rochelle  Walensky,  Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus,  Joseph Biden,  Klaus Schwab,
Jacinda  Ardern,  Scott  Morrison,  Alexander  Schallenberg,  Justin  Trudeau,  censors  Mark
Zuckerberg and Jack Dorsey, and many others faced long prison sentences and possibly
execution for their crimes against humanity.

The  globalist  puppet  masters  who  pulled  the  strings  for  these  front-men—longtime
advocates of depopulation and One World Government—were also being identified, rounded
up,  and  arrested.The  trial  was  being  broadcast  on  television  every  day,  so  that  the
world  could  see  how  it  had  been  tricked  and  deceived  by  these  criminals  and
mass murderers into obeying the diktats of a fake pandemic that destroyed the middle
class,  wiped  out  countless  small  businesses,  drove  millions  into  poverty,  hunger,  and
suicide,  and  prevented  locked-down individuals  from getting  exercise  or  badly-needed
medical attention.

“The Real Anthony Fauci,” Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s book, was an international bestseller,
selling more copies in a single year than any other book in history, despite getting no
reviews from the corrupt New York Times, Washington Post, Wall Street Journal, Times of
London, and other Big Pharma mouthpieces.

“The Real Bill Gates”—RFK Jr.’s sequel exposé, was selling briskly around the world. This
well-documented blockbuster exposed the massive crimes of serial killer/psychopath Bill
Gates, the vaccine-fanatic who foisted the Plandemic  on the world in collusion with his
cronies. Gates was busy writing a self-defensive memoir while in custody during the trial.

People who had been tricked or coerced into getting the wholly unnecessary kill-shots now
realized the grave harm that had been done to them and the insanity of getting “boosters”.
They formed support groups and investigated ways to strengthen their immune systems, to
rid vaccine-induced toxins from their bodies, and to reduce the odds of adverse side effects
down the road.  Unfortunately,  many of  them died anyway from micro-clots,  Antibody-
Dependent Enhancement, and other effects of the killer “vaccines”.
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Many  of  these  vaccine  victims—suffering  from  paralysis,  nonstop  convulsions,  spinal
damage,  permanent  vision  loss,  low  blood  platelet  count,  heart  inflammation,  multi-organ
system  failure,  and  other  conditions—were  allowed  to  tell  their  personal  stories  on
television.  Talk-show  hosts  on  “The  View”  and  elsewhere  oozed  sympathy  toward
the vaccine victims in an effort to regain their alienated and awakened fan-base, but without
much success. People everywhere were awakened, not “woke”.

Hollywood and pop-music celebrities who had condemned the unvaccinated mostly went
silent. Their ratings crashed through the floor as people boycotted their movies and albums,
sending the entertainment/media/propaganda complex into a financial tailspin.

Donald Trump, who proudly boasted about the genetic “vaccines” he hazardously rolled out
as President  under Operation Warp Speed,  finally  came out  against  the kill-shots,  blaming
his advisers and Fauci for duping him. Trump did not seek re-election due to his declining
popularity.

“Who’s to say that dreams and nightmares aren’t as real as the here and  now?” –John
Lennon

“Dare to dream big dreams; only big dreams have the power to move men’s souls.” –Marcus
Aurelius
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